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Fair Pair
Simple is good, and easy is better— 
especially when it comes to handmade 
jewelry. With these elegant gold charms, 
simple and easy add up to just plain beau-
tiful. Just connect them to the ear wires of 
your choice, and you’re done. 

Looking Sharp
We want to get right to the point, and 
the point is this blinged-out, arrow-style 
ear gear. All you need to do is pick up two 
matching pendants, attach your favorite 
style of ear wires, and you're ready to go!
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   Crystal Clear
Want vintage-style drama? Try layering 
antique-inspired jewelry components—the 
more you use, the bigger the impact. We made 
our statement with pearl cup chain, twinkly 
crystals and lots of brassy gold chain. 

   Wrist Rapt
There’s more than one way to bling your 
wrist. Here are three: rhinestone rings, silver 
spider chain, and a crystal-edged watch face. 
Just connect the clasp (or the strap) of your 
choice. 
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Be My Bud 
A flower focal pendant—the three blooms are one 
piece—is the power behind this whimsical accessory.  
The supporting cast features four kinds of chain and  
two pairs of crystal cup chain connectors.
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Sparkle Me
How to turn a sparkle-spackled cross connector into chic 
casual wear? Try pairing it with humble waxed thread. You 
won’t even need jewelry pliers for a look like this. It’s strictly 
knot, show and shine!

  Black, White & Right
No need to spend a crafternoon on these snazzy bead 
stacks. They come as you see them, and they’re sold 
as a pair. Just connect them to some simple ear wires 
and hit the town swinging.

  Cozy Rosie
If your look is classic casual, these dainty gold rose 
charms will make your heart go flitter-flutter. Not 
much work to do for this look—just match the glowy 
gold finish to a pair of ear wires.
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Dangle Day
Pop this delightful dangly charm pendant on a 
basic necklace, and it's ready to wear. But here’s  
another way to go: Mix it up a little. We paired a  
simple curb chain and a fancy metal-meets-crystal  
number for extra oomph.

  Diamond Mine  
Just a chain will do for a make-it-in-a-flash 
necklace, as long as it’s a chain with plenty 
of personality. And luckily, this antique-
style metal-and-crystal combo has buckets 
of it. Attach a clasp, and you’re good to go.



  Cross My Heart 
That one perfect pendant can be key to a wow-
inducing necklace. And here’s a pendant that’s in 
the running: an ornate silver and gold cross. We 
placed it on a simple rope chain, and let it shine 
like it should.
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That's the Spirit
We mixed crystal infinity connectors and stately 
glass beads to create the perfect necklace for this 
gorgeous crystal-dotted cross. But the antique-
inspired pendant could look just as lovely on a 
simple silver chain.

All Around
Sometimes fashion comes full circle. And it’s 
a simple circle in this case: An elegant round 
pendant hung on a coordinating chain. This piece 
comes together in a flash (and sans tools) since the 
chain comes with a clasp already attached.



Tribal Life 
Elegance takes a tribal turn for  
these subtly sparkled necklaces.  
Left: gold and crystal feather 
pendant on a simple oval-link chain. 
Right: dagger charm pendant and 
handmade crystal-and-bead charms 
on a ball chain. 

To the Wire 
A wire-wrapped jewel can add oodles 
of interest to a set of pretty danglies on 
a chain. And this particular jewel has a 
secret: It comes how you see it, so you 
don’t have to wrap it yourself. All you 
have to do is decide how to wear it.
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  Strike a Chord
This hematite lightning bolt pendant 
is a great way to make an ensemble go 
pop! Just hang it on a simple coordinat-
ing chain. Or try this trick: Twist two 
chains together for dual-color depth 
and texture. 



  Be Blue
We made the dainty bead charms for these 
designs—faceted beads, silver spacers, 
coordinating bead caps, and headpins. Then 
we paired them up with a silver chain, some 
lever-back ear wires, and a stamped circle 
pendant. 

Tip: We didn’t go matchy-matchy, but the 
muted gold finish tied the look together.

  Chain Gang
Try connecting three chains to one jump ring 
for a pile-on-the-glam bracelet. These chains 
come as you see them. We just put them 
together and added a clasp. 

  Ornate Debate
Priceless antique? Try crazy-easy 
DIY. This pretty filigree pendant 
comes with the drop crystal already 
connected. Just add a chain and a 
coordinating clasp—and you’ve got 
instant vintage, baby!
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Pleasant Petals
This unique half-flower connector strand 
is the perfect length for a bracelet. All 
we had to do for this piece was connect 
a coordinating silver clasp. Tip: Need a 
larger size? Extend the strand with the 
chain of your choice.

  Just My Nature
There’s no need to spend a day on crafting the 
perfect bead dangle if you can grab one that’s 
ready to go. This one comes on the end of a 
brassy flower pendant. We paired it with a ball 
chain and some coordinating baubles. 
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